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 00:00

Hi, everyone, welcome to another episode.

 00:03

Are you all familiar with the time management matrix or quadrants, you're seeing that
you can Google it, essentially. It's a it's a grid. And it's got four boxes. And each box
represents how you should really prioritize your time. And you can put tasks in each of the
four boxes, and it will help you determine what you should be spending your time on and
what you shouldn't. We used to teach this in one of the courses that I that I taught in a
training program that I did in my corporate career. So I was thinking about this the other
day, I was having conversations with someone we were chatting about, how do you
remember the old you know, Tom matrix, and so I wanted to talk through it because if you
haven't seen it, it's at least worth considering. It's at least worth sitting down and
challenging yourself to understand where you're spending the bulk of your time. Because
there are things that come out of Every single day, and some of them are, you know, are
worthy of our immediate attention and action. And some of them absolutely are not. And
we get so frustrated when we pull ourselves away from what we consider to be, you know,
more critical to our time, and our attention and our focus. But yet we give those things our
attention and time and focus anyway. And so how do we eliminate some of that
frustration? How do we continue to stay in a good zone of proper time management, and
really focus in on the tasks and the activities and the strategies, and just the overall pieces
of our business that really are going to get us traction without frustration? So let me go
through this. Let me see if I can verbally describe it to you. And like I said, if you if you're
having a hard time visualizing it with with what I'm going to share with you then definitely
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google it just you know, Google four quadrants of time management or time management
matrix, and it'll come right up. There's a lot of different graphs for it. Okay. But ultimately,
it looks like this. If you're looking at a piece of paper, you're looking at your computer
screen, on the top left corner, that is a corner where you put urgent and important
functions. Okay? urgent and important functions. So anything that you would consider
urgent and important, you'd put there. Okay, so that would be an emergency. Okay, a true
emergency. And let me let me just educate you this way. Anything running across the top,

 02:36

the top two boxes.

 02:39

It's important.

 02:41

All right. So top box in the left, important and urgent. top box on the right. Remember, it's
important, but it's not urgent. All right. So this is where you can spend time planning. You
need to Solve for your q4, you know overall strategy or plan of execution. But it's not
urgent because you're not you know, you're not approaching q4 quite yet. So you have
time you remember urgent is time bound.

 03:17

Important is really risk and impact.

 03:21

Okay, what type of risk Am I putting my business into? Or what type of impact will I have a
root have rather on my business important. Okay, so we've got the top full, you know, row
defined. Now, let's go down to the next row. Let's go to the bottom two quadrants.
Bottom left. It's not important, but it's urgent. Okay, these tasks are not important, but
they're urgent. These are definitely interruptions.
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 03:54

Okay, text messages

 03:57

make us feel like everything is urgent needs our attention. But usually they're not that
important. Any type of direct message private messages, you know, work communication
like that

 04:09

if they're not used effectively.

 04:12

They are. They're given to us in an urgent manner. Someone else has defined it as being
urgent,

 04:19

but

 04:20

it's really probably not urgent to you. And it's definitely not important, but they've made it
urgent because I've taken your attention away from what you were working on. Okay.
Last but not least, the bottom right quadrant, okay? is for things that are not important
and not urgent.

 04:40

Right.

 04:42

Not important and not urgent. And so most people consider this like the time wasters like
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Facebook,

 04:50

LinkedIn, Instagram,

 04:53

right, where you get sucked into seeing other people's lives. It's not urgent that you see
that Nor is it really important that you see that unless you're doing advertising, you're
checking off some of the things related to your business, then I would consider that
probably important. But just simply doing it for social means. Definitely a time suck, we
can get lost in this quadrant number four all day long. Right, you'll start off, and it'll be,
you know, two o'clock in the afternoon, and you'll get on some sort of social media and
you'll look up and it's 30 minutes later, and you're like, Hello, what just happened? It's like
you fell asleep for a few minutes, because you lost 30 minutes of your life on something
that was not urgent and not important.

 05:35

So now that we've defined the quadrants,

 05:38

I would say, think about how you can utilize this in your life. And in your day, think about
the the functions, the activities, the responsibilities, the tasks that you have. And I want
you to list them out in each of these boxes. Remember, top left, it's quadrant number one,
it's important and is urgent. Okay, now, we We don't want to spend our life in an
emergency situation everything cannot be urgent all the time.

 06:08

Okay? Right.

 06:10

nor can it be important all the time, many times because of poor planning for something
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that is important, it becomes urgent because we don't prioritize it and give it the attention
that it needs. So it moves from a quadrant quadrant to of being important but not urgent,

 06:28

such that if we don't take the steps and plan

 06:32

while it's an item in quadrant two and it moves over to quadrant number one, it becomes
a fire.

 06:38

It's kind of like

 06:39

driving down the road. And you are you have a full tank of gas but you drive for five or six
hours depending upon the size of your vehicle. When you started off. Always having gas
was important but it wasn't urgent to get gas because you were fine. Five or six hours
down the road. You decided not to get gas kept going right at the fourth hour. It was
important to get gas but it wasn't urgent. Right at the fourth hour, but the sixth hour, it is
important and it's urgent is now becoming an emergency because you are almost out of
gas and you will not be able to travel any further without it. Okay, you see how that
translates from one quadrant to the next. Okay, have you dealt with situations like that
before? Have you lived through that experience? Don't run out of gas. Get gas while you
can, while it's important but not urgent. Okay. So plan for quadrant three bottom left, it is
urgent but not important. This is where people can hijack your time. They can take over
your schedule. Because they're creating a sense of urgency around something that is
really not important. It's it's also poor planning is lack of understanding what the priorities
are.

 07:58

Okay? So
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 08:02

I would always say and it's a great saying that poor planning on your part does not
constitute an emergency on my part. Okay, so think about that. Do you have people that
are creating emergencies and fires and interrupting you because they consider something
to be urgent? But it's, it's not. It was just simply poor planning, or it just really isn't
important, but they don't have the the frame of reference or the context to help help
understand that it's not, you know, it's not important. How do you take the items that are
in quadrant three that are truly interruptions that people will consider, and that at the end
of the day end up being some sort of urgent in some capacity? Someone needs an answer,
right, then they're in a meeting. They need an answer. They knew the meeting was coming.
They didn't plan for it. They want to know the answer for something. It's not important or
relevant to the meeting, but they are going to feel more secure if they have the answer. So
it becomes an urgent function to them, therefore it becomes urgent to you. But it's
definitely not important because it's just passing along information. How do you prevent
interruptions? How do you prevent, you know, your life being lived in quadrant three. And
then you know, last but not least, we talked about quadrant number four, not important,
not urgent. There are time wasters. Now, let me say this, there are some time wasters that
we need to have here. We need to have downtime. We need to have some you know,
Netflix time, if you enjoy things like that, reading a book, sitting by the pool doing nothing,
right? It's not important to sit by the pool, nor is it urgent. But mentally, we need some of
those what will be called time wasters because we need to decompress. So don't think
that you should only live in one quadrant forever. The point of all this is that you sit down
and acknowledge and understand number one, what are the quadrants number two,
where do all of the functions that you do Your business and in your life? Where do they sit
in each of those quadrants? And then how do you take back your time so that you don't
live in fire mode constantly? That you don't live with interruptions because people don't
understand how to create non urgent situations for things that aren't important. Okay,
how do you train your team and help them grow through that? How do you have
appropriate time wasters? things that allow you to mentally decompress? And are you
doing them at the right times throughout the day, so that you can be productive and be in
a queue, you know, quadrant two, for the bulk of your work, which is important. You need
to be doing important work. But at a pace is urgent, it's not urgent isn't urgent, so that you
can truly plan and be thoughtful and not fall by the seat of your pants.

 10:52

So like I said, I was chatting with a friend about it the other day.
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 10:56

It was something that I had used in a past life in my corporate life. It seemed to be
beneficial for individuals that couldn't quite get a handle on just how to organize their day
or even how to help their direct reports organize their time, or really help explain to
someone who's constantly interrupting or creating fires, how to get that back under
control, and how they can move a lot of those pieces into other quadrants that make it
more effective. It's a great teaching and training tool, if not a tool to help you make sure
you're spending time in the right places. So try it out, maybe it will help you I'm always
gonna throw things, some things out that will cause you to think a little bit differently or to
try something new. all in an effort to silence that villain. Move that business forward that
you have, and then get you living that legendary life. So if this is a tool you can use Go for
it. I'm happy to have shared it. Go and be legendary.
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